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Wesley’s Limited Alliance with Lockean Empiricism1 
Kevin Twain Lowery 
 
 The epistemology of John Wesley is generally characterized by his famous 
quadrilateral: scripture, reason, tradition, and experience.  Scripture is given the place of 
primacy, and its interpretation is secured through the balanced use of the latter three 
facets.  However, Wesley’s epistemology is much more philosophically conditioned than 
one might realize, for underlying these four pillars is a foundation of empiricism, one that 
begins with, but eventually departs from, John Locke. 
 Locke’s empiricism emerged at the close of the seventeenth century and became a 
major intellectual force among many of Wesley’s contemporaries in eightent -century 
England.  Accepting the Lockean system required one to reject certain elements of both 
Aristotelianism and medieval scholasticism, which used Aristotle as a base.  Although he 
expressed some agreement with Locke’s assertions, Wesley remained committed to the 
Aristotelian schema.  Not only does this locate him outside of the mainstream of his time, 
it creates some difficulties for his epistemology and for the doctrines which depend on it. 
 In this paper I will attempt to sketch Wesley’s relation to Lockean empiricism by 
identifying the key issues that seem to spark his objections to Locke’s Essay.  The 
purpose is not to evaluate the validity of Locke’s positions per se.  Rather, I hope to 
locate the theological commitments Wesley wishes to defend and to scrutinize the 
philosophical assumptions he makes to support them. 
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A Limited Regard for Locke 
 Wesley is often noted for his abridgements of various works, which he made 
available to the common people.  The Jackson Edition of Wesley’s Works lists one 
hundred eighteen of these projects, including authors such as Thomas à Kempis, William
Law, and Jonathan Edwards.2  Moreover, Wesley also provided commentary on various 
writings which he considered to be useful reading.  Among those which I find most 
intriguing is his “Remarks upon Mr. Locke’s ‘Essay on Human Understanding.’”3 
 Apparently, this was not Wesley’s first acquaintance with Locke.  He made this 
particular commentary in the spring of 1781, thirteen years after he had noted the 
inclusion of Locke’s Essay in the curriculum at the Kingswood School.4  It does not seem 
likely that Wesley would approve the use of instructional material with which he was 
unfamiliar.  Considering the fact that the Essay was officially condemned at Oxford, 
Wesley’s loyalties could have hindered him from examining it; yet Wesley do s not seem 
to have feared investigating controversial works on occasion. 
 I surmise that Wesley already had a general familiarity with Locke’s Essay, but he 
decided to engage with it more deeply at this point in time.  Perhaps the appearance of 
Kant’s Critique of Pure Reason three years earlier prompted this investigation.  After all, 
Locke’s work had been taken in several directions.  Berkeley took the route of idealism, 
Reid helped establish “common sense” realism, and Hume opted for epistemic 
skepticism.  Kant built upon Hume, but he tried to protect morality and certain aspects of 
cognition from Hume’s skepticism.  In doing so, he distanced himself from the brand of 
realism which Wesley wished to uphold. 
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Three years after this commentary, Wesley recommended the Essay as 
foundational reading.  In an undated letter, Wesley made a similar suggestion to an ther 
person.5  The interesting question is why Wesley chose merely to comment on the work, 
rather than to abridge it.  Perhaps the massive length of the work would not allow such an 
abridgment to be made within his time constraints.  Albeit, Wesley did not consider 
Locke to be everyday reading, for he admits that the Essay may not be understood by the 
average person, affirming his commitment to provide reading material for the learned as 
well as the unlearned.6 
In general, his assessment of Locke was favorable.  He likens the difference 
between Locke and Montesquieu to that between an adult and a child, placing Locke on 
the same par with Pascal and Malebranche, both of whom he respected on the whole.7  
Wesley claims to approve of the Essay with a few reservations.  He affirms the work’s 
popularity as well-deserved, then he commends Locke for his display of “a deep fear of 
God, and reverence for his word.”  He qualifies this through the observation, “And 
though there are some mistakes, yet these are abundantly compensated by many curious 
and useful reflections.”8  Wesley acknowledges Locke’s attempt to provide a balanced 
account of reason, the type of project he ultimately wishes to embrace.9  In the end, he 
concludes,  
From a careful consideration of this whole work, I conclude that, together 
with several mistakes, (but none of them of any great importance,) it 
contains many excellent truths, proposed in a clear and strong manner, by 
a great master both of reasoning and language.  It might, therefore, be of 
admirable use to young students, if read with a judicious Tutor, who could
confirm and enlarge upon what is right, and guard them against what is 
wrong in it.  They might then make their full use of all the just remarks 
made by this excellent writer, and yet without that immoderate attachment 
to him which is so common among his readers.10 
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 Wesley remains in basic agreement with Locke throughout the first two parts of 
the Essay, since they focus more on epistemology, especially the process of cognition.  
His major objections to the work lie in parts III and IV, where Locke begins his 
discussion of nominalism.  His praise for Locke remains somewhat confined to Locke’s 
role as a “master of reasoning.” 
 It is my opinion that Wesley did not see the benefit in abridging Locke, but felt it 
sufficient to point out what differences he had with him.  This is also validated by thefac  
that Wesley’s few remarks in this short treatise are mostly critical, whereas his remarks 
about Locke elsewhere have the semblance of  professional courtesies.  If my theory is 
true, then the critical remarks contained in these few pages provide some significant 
insights into Wesley’s thought, most particularly his epistemology. 
 
Lockean Empiricism 
 Frederick Dreyer asserts, “In explaining how the mind acquired the knowledge it 
possessed, Wesley’s agreement with Locke was complete.”11  This seems to be a rather 
common assumption, but it is one I wish to challenge, for Wesley reveals an alliance w th 
Locke that is limited. 
Initially, Locke and Wesley are on the same page in regard to their epistemic 
systems.  Locke begins with his notion of tabula rasa, denying the existence of innate 
ideas.12  Wesley agrees with this premise and credits Locke for proving the point beyond 
all noteworthy objection.13  In denying the existence of innate ideas, he claims that the 
role of the senses becomes more crucial to a proper understanding of the world, i.e. “true 
judgments” must be founded upon “clear apprehensions” which, in turn, are formed from 
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sensory data.14  Once again, Wesley praises Locke for validating this construal, but the 
agreement will be short-lived, for we have already reached the point where Wesl y and 
Locke begin to part company.15 
Wesley understands cognition to be impossible without the existence of ideas, yet 
he does not conform to some of the more conventional theories of ideas which portray 
them as mental images.  Rather, Wesley seems to favor a conception of ideas that is more 
propositional in content.16  It becomes apparent that Wesley needs to define ideas in these 
terms to allow them to coincide with his conception of the “operations of the mind.”  In 
this regard, he begins to diverge from Locke, claiming that Locke errs in compli ating the 
Aristotelian cognitive schema, which assigns three basic functions to mind: 1) simple 
apprehension, 2) judgment, and 3) discourse.17 
Richard E. Brantley seems to ignore Wesley’s objections on this point.  Instead, 
he insists that Wesley and Locke hold equivalent, if not identical, conceptions of human 
cognitive processes.18  The comments made by Wesley unequivocally indicate that he 
perceived his own approach, which was essentially that of Aristotle, to be markedly 
different from Locke’s explanation. 
Wesley adheres to Aristotle’s categories, defining them elsewhere in his writings.  
In simple apprehension, ideas are formed from sensations, whereupon judgment takes the 
ideas and compares them to determine their agreement or disagreement with one another. 
Finally, the mind “reasons” the judgments, inferring one from another, i.e. connecting 
them syllogistically.  This is the process of discourse.19 
Wesley’s understanding of ideas parallels that of  Reid to an extent.  For one 
thing, Wesley and Reid both reject a pictorial model of ideas.  They believe ideas to be 
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propositional, carrying truth claims about realities which are empirically perceived.  
Wesley also contends that we see “self-evident axioms” with “certainty and clearness,” a 
prominent theme in Reid’s epistemology.20  Moreover, he defines an evident proposition 
according to Reid’s conception, suggesting that it “extorts the assent as soon as it is 
understood.”  As if this were not enough, Wesley continues by placing all propositions in 
one of two categories: self-evident axioms and propositions which are deduced from 
them.  Once again, this is precisely Reid’s account.21 
On the whole, Wesley expressed mixed emotions regarding Reid.  He was 
“greatly delighted” by the first part of Reid’s Essay on the Intellectual Powers of Man.  
He claimed that the latter part was too obscure and disappointing, though he admitted that 
his negative sentiments were probably tainted by his detestation of Reid’s admiration for 
Rousseau, whom he considered to be exceeded in arrogance only by Voltaire.22 
I would propose that Wesley’s epistemology serves as a model for his 
understanding of spiritual apprehension.  His rejection of innate ideas parallels his 
contention that the natural self has no perception of God.  It is only through prevenient 
grace that God can be perceived before conversion; however, this perception is partial 
and unclear at best.  Those who would deny God’s existence cannot perceive him, similar 
to the way that cognition cannot function without the data supplied to it by the senses.23  
Thus, the “spiritual sense” must also have “clear apprehensions” before “true judgments” 
can be formed regarding spiritual matters. 
Locke likewise describes judgment as the mind’s ability to compare ideas in 
regard to their degree of conformity, but he asserts that this function occurs in the 
absence of “clear and certain knowledge,” proposing that judgment compensates for th  
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lack of “demonstrative evidence,”24  Wesley cannot accept this definition, for it limits the 
function of judgment to matters that are only probable and not certain.25  Wesley needs an 
epistemology that allows a high degree of certainty. 
First, his hermeneutic is weak without the certainty of reason, especially since he 
is willing to factor in the subjective element of experience.  Wesley repeat dly asserts the 
“Law and the Testimony” as the only “certain test” of subjective experience.26  The 
reference to scripture is obvious, coinciding with his assertion that spiritual matters re 
“conjectural” and “uncertain” without special revelation.27  Nevertheless, since he does 
not refer to scripture directly, I surmise that he indicates “testimony” in a broader sense, 
incorporating traditional Christian orthodoxy. 
Wesley’s trust in scripture and church tradition is rooted in his belief in the 
integrity of language, as discussed below in the section on nominalism.  He feels that 
certainty can be based on testimony, as it is in history.28  Scripture itself is testimony, so 
it can be trusted.  However, the interpretation of scripture must also be accurate.  One 
cannot substitute “precarious inward motion, in the place of the written word.” 29 
Once again, testimony is the guide, since Wesley considers the ancient church 
fathers to be superior to the “modern Mystics” in scriptural interpretation.30  He seeks the 
most objective account of scripture possible.  Donald Thorsen points out that although 
historical-critical issues regarding scripture were not as prevalent in Wesley’s day, it 
appears that he would not have objected to the project.31  In fact, he insisted that any 
serious study of the scriptures requires them to be read critically in their original 
languages.32  Wesley was well acquainted with textual criticism; he even complains of 
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various “emendations” contained in the King James version.33  There is no reason to 
believe that he would not have engaged in source criticism as well. 
Also, Wesley requires a reliable epistemology that can buttress his doctrine of the 
witness of the Holy Spirit.  In a letter to his mother, he expressed his sentiment that if 
people cannot be certain of their salvation, they will be most fearful and miserable.34  
There must be some type of assurance available to believers.  He believes that 
uncertainties are dispelled by the knowledge of God, especially that which is 
apprehended directly.35 
Here, epistemic certainty again must overcome subjectivity.  Wesley belives that 
reason and life experiences help to counterbalance intuition, but this is not enough.36  
Rather, he turns to scripture to provide objective traits which characterize the believer.  
Individuals must be scrutinized by some external source to avoid self-presumption about 
their spiritual  state.37  More specifically, the fruit of the Spirit must be produced in the 
life that claims to be Christian.  The outward results of these virtues can be judged by 
others, but the inward motives must be judged by personal conscience.38  This is about all 
that can be reasonably expected. 
“Q. What is reasonable proof? How may we certainly know one that is 
saved from all sin? 
“A. We cannot infallibly know one that is thus saved, (no, nor even one 
that is justified,) unless it should please God to endow us with the 
miraculous discernment of spirits. But we apprehend those would be 
sufficient proofs to any reasonable man, and such as would leave little 
room to doubt either the truth or depth of the work: 
(1.) If we had clear evidence of his exemplary behavior for some 
time before this supposed change. This would give us reason to believe, he 
would not ‘lie for God,’ but speak neither more nor less than he felt; 
(2.) If he gave a distinct account of the time and manner wherein 
the change was wrought with sound speech which could not be reproved; 
and, 
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(3.) If it appeared that all his subsequent words and actions were 
holy and unblamable. 
“The short of the matter is this: 
(1.) I have abundant reason to believe, this person will not lie; 
(2.) He testifies before God, ‘I feel no sin, but all love; I pray, 
rejoice, and give thanks without ceasing; and I have as clear an inward 
witness, that I am fully renewed, as that I am justified.’ Now, if I have 
nothing to oppose to this plain testimony, I ought in reason to believe it.39 
In summary, Wesley wishes to allow a subjective experience of assurance, but the 
door is left open for many illegitimate claims, even on his own terms.  The best that can 
be done is to judge the lifestyle and the character of the person making the claim.  
Inconsistencies here invalidate the profession of assurance.  The claim itself u t be 
accepted on the testimony of the subject, judged by the person’s apparent truthfulness.  
The bottom line is that the experience can only be judged externally.  It is invulnerable to 
internal scrutiny. 
It appears that there is no way to prevent illegitimate professions.  On one 
occasion, Wesley notes that after he left a revival, “enthusiasm” set in.  People were 
imagining false revelations from God and the like.  Should this type of abuse be 
prevented altogether?  Wesley says not, for he concludes that Satan always “sows tares 
among the wheat.”  Trying to eliminate the false experiences would result in the
elimination of the valid ones as well.40  Therefore, the unfortunate result must be 
tolerated. 
Next, Wesley bases spiritual epistemic certainty  on an analogy between the 
natural senses and the “spiritual senses.”  He feels that the natural senses must be trusted 
for the material world to be intelligible.41  In the same way, the spiritual senses (e.g. faith) 
give certainty to spiritual matters.42  After all, Wesley contends that a person must receive 
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new senses, ideas, passions, and tempers in order to be a Christian.43  This is how God is 
perceived. 
In general, Wesley asserts that certainty cannot be based on hearsay or “subtle and 
uncertain reasonings” but on empirical observation.44  More specifically, a “certain” 
proposition is one against which “nothing of weight” occurs.  Certainty can occur in 
degrees, depending upon the amount of opposition that can be mounted against the 
proposition.45  Wesley assesses the spectrum of certainty as follows: 
If, therefore, we were to make a sort of scale of assent, it might consist of 
the following steps: — 
1. Human faith, an assent to a doubtful proposition: 
2. Opinion, to a probable: 
3. What we may term sentiment, an assent to a certain proposition: 
4. Science, to a certain and evident conclusion: 
5. Intelligence, to a self-evident axiom: 
6. Divine faith, to a Divine revelation.46 
Many would not disagree with this scale, that is, until the final point.  Wesley 
wishes divine revelation to be the most certain, since it is immediately perceived.  
However, this scale which Wesley supplies does not adequately clarify his multi-tiered 
understanding of faith.  First, he distinguishes mere assent to theological truths.  This 
type of faith is not saving faith, for even the demons possess this type of belief, yet they 
remain reprobate.  Faith must therefore surpass assent and become trust.  Essentially, 
those who would be saved must trust that their sins are forgiven, and this type of trust 
will produce “a loving heart” that is able to “obey [God’s] commandments.”47  Thus, 
saving faith is “a divine conviction of God, and the things of God, as, even in its infant 
state, enables every one that possesses it to ‘fear God and work righteousness.’” 48 
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Wesley refers to saving faith as the faith of a “servant,” in which the believer is 
enabled to perceive evidence of the “invisible world.”  Hence, the believer is able to 
understand beyond what the senses can dictate.49  However, the servant must now 
become a child through adoption.  Once this level of faith is attained, the believer no 
longer trusts that her sins are forgiven, but she is assured that they are.50  This is what 
Wesley otherwise refers to as the “witness of the Spirit.”  Assurance is granted as “the 
love of God [is] shed abroad in the heart.”51  How is it that the love of God is experienced 
in such a way?  The servants of God “receive the faith of the children of God, by his 
revealing his only begotten Son in their hearts.”52  This is very similar to Edwards’ 
assertion that the love of God is experienced where the beauty of Christ is revealed. 
I have tried to show that although he protects the individual’s right to claim such a 
revelation, he is ultimately unable to scrutinize it unless it results in a clear violation of 
scriptural principles.  In fact, Wesley admits, “The manner of how the divine testimony is 
manifested to the heart, I do not take upon me to explain.  Such knowledge is too 
wonderful and excellent for me; I cannot attain unto it.”53  If it cannot be explained, then 
it is difficult to critique, to say the least. 
The question is now whether the end should justify the means.  In other words, 
should subjective experiences be discouraged altogether, even when they seemingly 
produce the type of faith and virtue promoted in scripture without any negative 
concomitants?  As we have already seen, Wesley chose to err on the side of toleration, 
believing that it is better to have both the legitimate and the illegitimate th n to have 
neither.  For Wesley, the end does not justify the means, but it does outweigh the means.  
Moreover, he believes that although genuine spiritual experiences can be counterfeited, 
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they can only be produced through legitimate means, i.e. it is difficult to imagine how 
holy people could be produced by unholy means.  Therefore, if the means (i.e. subjective 
experiences) cannot be objectively assessed, perhaps the results can.  In the case of divine 
faith, a personal revelation of Christ produces certainty of one’s spiritual state.  In effect, 
both the end and the means are subjective.  Once again, Wesley is unable to avoid the 
precipice. 
It must be pointed out that even though divine faith occurs in levels, and even 
though divine faith occurs on the scale of certainty with other types of belief, Wesley is 
careful to preserve divine faith as a separate entity from the others.  “It i where sense can 
be of no further use, that faith comes in to help.”54  Basically, empirical knowledge can 
only produce certainty about the physical world, which it ascertains.  In contrast, the 
spiritual (i.e. invisible) world must ultimately be ascertained by a “spiritual sense,” since 
God’s presence is generally not manifested in the physical realm.  As a result, the 
“natural” self cannot perceive God, yet this changes as faith unfolds.  “How different is 
the case, how vast the pre-eminence, of them that ‘walk by faith!’  God, having ‘opened 
the eyes of their understanding,’ pours divine light into their soul; whereby they are 
enabled to ‘see Him that is invisible,’ to see God and the things of God.”55 
My problem with the inclusion of divine faith in Wesley’s scale of assent is not 
the assertion that such faith carries the highest degree of certainty.  Rather, I contend that 
divine faith should be considered a separate case, since it is not perceived empirically and 
cannot be objectively scrutinized.  St. Thomas Aquinas separated the theological virtues 
from the others in part for such reasons. 
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It is also interesting to note that Wesley shares Locke’s belief in the associ tion of 
ideas.  Locke suggests that ideas often become inseparably connected.  Two ideas that are 
connected in this way will occur together.  The occurrence of one will generate the 
occurrence of the other.  This connection can take place in one of two basic ways.  First, 
ideas can be associated through habit, whether or not the habit is willful or involuntary.  
For example, if I get in the habit of drinking a cup of coffee every morning, then I will 
being to think of coffee automatically when I awaken, even when I am away from home 
and do not have access to coffee.  The second way that ideas become connected is 
through some physiological change or condition.  Perhaps I eat so much Easter candy that 
I get nauseous.  If the impression is strong enough, any future thoughts of chocolate may 
also make me nauseous.56 
 Wesley sees the validity in both types of connection.  He acknowledges that ideas 
can become associated through mental and physical habits.57  Moreover, he devotes a 
significant portion of the sermon “Wandering Thoughts” to the notion that physical 
ailments and conditions can wreak havoc on the mind, introducing thoughts over which 
the subject has no control.  He does not believe that such thoughts are blameworthy, 
because they are not voluntary.58 
 Therefore, Wesley’s approach to salvation is holistic, addressing the person in 
both body and spirit.  Both aspects of our humanity affect one another.  The association 
of ideas also indicates that religious experience cannot be compartmentalized; it affects 
every aspect of life.  Conversely, the Christian must live a disciplined lifesty e in every 
part of life, because what we do in one area of our lives affects the other areas, most 
particularly in regard to our dispositions and habits. 
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The Centrality of Logic 
 The criticisms that Wesley levels against Locke regarding his perceiv d lack of 
logic are rather harsh. 
In reading over the second volume of Mr. Locke’s Essay, I was much 
disappointed: It is by no means equal to the first.  The more I considered 
it, the more convinced I was that his grand design (vain design!) was to 
drive Aristotle’s Logic out of the world, which he hated cordially, but 
never understood: I suppose, because he had an unskillful master, and read 
bad books upon the subject.59 
It must be remembered that Wesley was a teaching fellow in logic at Lincoln 
College, Oxford, so it is only natural that his sensitivities concerning logic would be 
rather pronounced.  However, Wesley’s criticisms of Locke’s use of logic are not fully 
explained by this fact, for his other comments regarding the importance of logic bear 
upon the epistemology outlined above.  His high regard of logic extends beyond his 
response to Locke, for it is reflected in his other writings as well. 
Wesley refers to logic as “the art of reasoning,” for he believes that it assists all 
three operations of the mind: apprehension, judgment, and discourse.60  Logic is 
fundamental to knowledge and to our claims on it.  It should thus be regarded as an 
essential part of one’s education.  Wesley specifically asserts logic’s role as the “gate of 
the sciences.”61  Those who would not be charlatans must have a firm grasp of it. 
And with regard to the arts and sciences; how few understand so much as 
the general principles of logic!  Can one in ten of the Clergy, (O grief of 
heart!) or of the Masters of Arts in either University, when an argument is 
brought, tell you even the mood and figure wherein it is proposed; or 
complete an enthymeme? . . . Can one in ten of them demonstrate a 
Problem or theorem in Euclid’s Elements, or define the common terms 
used in Metaphysics, or intelligibly explain the first principles of it?  Why 
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then will they pretend to that learning which they are conscious to 
themselves they have not?  Where are sincerity and candor fled?62 
Locke disdains the use of logic in discourse, because he believes that the art of 
rhetorical debate has led to the obscuring of language.  Words are twisted and nuance in 
such a way as to render their meanings unintelligible.63  In addition, his nominalism will 
not allow for conventional uses of logic.  Since knowledge progresses from the particular 
to the general, very little can be asserted in relating the general categories to one 
another.64  Wesley finds these conclusions unsettling.  He admits that many abuses of 
logic have brought about confusion.  However, he contends that the antidote lies in 
clarifying the misconceptions through pure logic, not in discarding logic altogether.  
Wesley contends that Locke himself has confused his audience due to his neglect of 
logic.65  Logic has a way of bringing discourse to the point, eliminating not only much 
confusion, but a significant amount of verbiage as well.66 
The use of logic in language is paramount to Wesley’s scriptural hermeneutic, for 
Wesley believes that reason is a necessary tool in the proper interpretation of scripture.  
In fact, on a scale of importance, he ranks the knowledge of logic just below the 
knowledge of scripture.67  The whole notion that logic is key to understanding scripture 
not only says something about the subject, it also says something about the object.  In 
other words, before logic can be effective in interpreting scripture, the scriptures 
themselves must be logical and coherent.  The possibility of forming logical 
constructions out of illogical elements is untenable. 
If the analogy of the mind’s operations is applied here, it can be inferred that logic 
assists in: 1) gaining clear perceptions or apprehensions of scriptural truths, 2) 
determining the agreement between various scriptural tenets, and 3) inferring some 
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scriptural teachings from others.  Consequently, doctrine, Biblical theology, and 
systematic theology are all dependent upon logic, because they require these thre  
functions in varying degrees.  Furthermore, several other implications arise from these 
premises.  First, it must be believed that the Holy Spirit’s supernatural assistance in 
understanding scripture either bypasses reason, giving a logical understaing through 
mystical means, or it heightens one’s powers of reason so that the mind might think more 
logically.  The first option seems unlikely, since the Bible has been interpretd in so 
many ways.  If the Holy Spirit did present logical interpretations in a mystical way, the 
prospect of widespread uniformity in understanding scripture would seem more probable.  
Therefore, the role of the Spirit in scriptural interpretation is to heighten the mind’s 
ability without surpassing it.68  Wesley asserts: 
Is it not reason (assisted by the Holy Ghost) which enables us to 
understand what the Holy Scriptures declare concerning the beingand 
attributes of God? – concerning his eternity and immensity; his power, 
wisdom, and holiness?  It is by reason that God enables us in some 
measure to comprehend his method of dealing with the children of men . . 
. It is by this that we understand (his Spirit opening and enlightening the 
eyes of our understanding) what repentance is, [what is] not to be repented 
of; what is that faith whereby we are saved . . . By the due use of reason 
we come to know what are the tempers implied in inward holiness; and 
what it is to be outwardly holy . . . In other words, what is the mind that 
was in Christ; and what it is to walk as Christ walked.69 
Second, viewing the hermeneutical process in this way assumes the coherence of 
scripture.  There could otherwise be no agreement between its various teachings.  T e 
notion of coherence, in turn, implies a certain teleology in scripture.  The various 
teachings of scripture are coherent because they have an overarching purpose: the 
redemption of the human race.  To the readers of scripture, Wesley recommends, “Have a
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constant eye to the analogy of faith, the connection and harmony there is between thos  
grand, fundamental doctrines.”70 
Third, if scriptural principles can be inferred from one another, then each part of 
scripture is best understood as a particular part of the whole.  Not only is the immediate 
context important to interpreting scripture, the broader context is as well.  Else, many 
inferences may be missed without a thorough knowledge of scripture.  Fourth, the 
inferential nature of scripture also implies the existence of predicates from which can be 
made new inferences.  Consider the following: 
A: “In due time Christ died for the ungodly.” 
B: “All have sinned and come short of the glory of God.” 
C: Therefore, Christ died for all. 
Since what is universally true may be particularized, 
B’: I have sinned and come short of the glory of God. 
C’: Therefore, Christ died for me. 
These last two points are summarized in this exhortation that Wesley makes to th  clergy: 
In order to understand scripture, we must possess “a knowledge of all the 
Scriptures; seeing scripture interprets scripture; one part fixing the sense 
of another . . . In order to do this accurately, ought he not to know the 
literal meaning of every word, verse, and chapter; without which there can 
be no firm foundation on which the spiritual meaning can be built?  
Should he not likewise be able to deduce the proper corollaries, 
speculative and practical, from each text . . . and to make a suitable 
application of all to the consciences of his hearers?71 
 Wesley reacted strongly against Locke’s disdain of logic.  The anti-intellectual, 
illogical attitude that has permeated so much of Christianity today would be equally 
egregious to him. 
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Nominalism 
 Locke maintains that we only perceive particulars, not universals.  It would be 
accurate to name every particular that we encounter, but such is an impossibility and is 
impractical.72  With the exception of proper names, which we assign to particulars, we 
give general names to things.  However, for Locke these general names are nothing m re 
than abstract ideas.73  They denote similarities that we observe in the objects, yet we 
cannot speak of the objects themselves, only our ideas of them.  Hence, the general 
names that we assign to things say nothing essential about them, they only describe our 
ideas of them.74 
 Wesley finds this portrayal to be appalling.  He distinguishes the nominal from 
the real, referring to the “nominal definition” as the “derivation of the word” and to the 
“real definition” as the “nature of the thing.”75  He assumes that objects have a real 
essence which determines their properties.76  In contrast, Locke denies the validity of 
classifying objects by genus and species, attacking the medieval scholasti s for their 
propagation of the method.77  Wesley comes to their defense, declaiming Locke’s 
understanding of them.  Thereupon, he defends the use of genus and species, citing the 
Biblical doctrine of creation.78 
 Wesley continues to fill out this account, asserting that God established 
“boundaries” between the various species.  Each species has been given a distinct 
essence, although some of them may share properties in common.  Nevertheless, both the 
essence and its accompanying properties are real, regardless of whether or not we 
perceive them.  Wesley rhetorically asks, “Does my idea of them make a horse, a cow, 
and a dog, three distinct species?  Would not these species be equally distinct, if I had no 
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idea of them at all?”  Then he adds the belief that the species are also distinguished by 
generation (e.g. dogs generate dogs, horses generate horses, etc.)79  H  oncludes his 
argument with a jab at Locke, “Whatever Mr. Locke says against the terms ‘essence’ or 
‘species,’ he can find no better words.  But I impute this to his violent spleen against 
logic, which he never rightly understood.”80 
 It is apparent that Wesley is trying to uphold some version of natural law.  He 
wants to assert a certain order, balance, and harmony in nature.  In fact, it could alm st be 
assumed that his account of natural law is teleological to the extent that God purposely 
gave each species a certain essence with distinct characteristics.  This has implications for 
Wesley’s doctrine of sin, for it seems that such an account of natural law would lead to 
the conclusion that certain actions are natural and others are unnatural.  To this extent, 
acting intentionally against nature is sinful in that it goes against the will of God, 
imprinted upon the world at creation. 
In like manner, when God, in his appointed time, had created a new order 
of intelligent beings, when he had raised man from the dust of the earth, 
breathed into him the breath of life, and caused him to become a living 
soul, endued with power to choose good and evil; he gave to this free, 
intelligent creature, the same law as to his first-born children [i.e. angels]; 
not written, indeed upon tables of stone, or any corruptible substance, but 
engraved on his heart by the finger of God; written in the inmost spirit 
both of men and of angels; to the intent it might never be far off, never 
hard to be understood, but always at hand, and always shining with clear 
light, even as the sun in the midst of heaven.81 
 For Wesley, sin has unfortunately corrupted nature, both in the spiritual and in the 
material realms.  However, Wesley would still assert an understanding of morality that 
would tend to promote the natural order as God intended it to be.  It would tend toward 
the common good. 
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 It should be pointed out that Wesley’s difficulties with Locke’s nominalism also
stem from his concern for epistemic certainty.  Locke wishes to argue for the co-
existence of simple ideas in substances, which renders them only partially in el igible.  In 
other words, we only have fragmentary knowledge of objects.  Once complex ideas are 
formed about a particular object, the variations from person to person in these ideas will 
be so great as to render terminology useless.82 
 Wesley contends that ideas exist only in the mind.  Partial knowledge of an object 
is not an inherent flaw in the cognitive process.  It is usually attributed to the lack of a 
clear apprehension.  Wesley is not so skeptical concerning complex ideas, for they a e 
commonly used without any difficulty.  His confidence in everyday language is strong 
enough to boast, “Yes, we know what [words] stand for perfectly well; and no sophister 
can persuade us to the contrary.”83 
 In the introduction to A Survey of the Wisdom of God in the Creation: Or, A 
Compendium of Natural Philosophy, Wesley appears to contradict his otherwise realist 
stance. 
I endeavor throughout not to account for things, but only to describe them.  
I undertake barely to set down what appears in nature; not the cause of 
those appearances.  The facts lie within the reach of our senses a d 
understanding; the causes are more remote.  That things are so, we kno  
with certainty; but why they are so, we know not.  In many cases we 
cannot know; and the more we inquire, the more we are perplexed and 
entangled.  God hath so done his works, that we may admire and adore; 
but we cannot search them out to perfection.84 
 Dreyer refers to this passage in making the claim that Wesley “disclaimed all 
knowledge of things in their real natures.”  He continues, “In the visible world, the best 
that human reason could do was to describe and classify the information that the senses 
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provided.  The metaphysical nature of things lay beyond the reach of human 
understanding.”85 
I believe that this overstates Wesley’s position.  We cannot assume that because 
Wesley denies knowing the cause of being he also denies any knowledge of being itself.  
When we perceive an object, there is a vast difference between saying: 1) we can only 
have perceptions that are partially valid and 2) we can have valid perceptions, but only a 
partial knowledge of the object.  The former is the more skeptical and appears to be 
Dreyer’s interpretation of Wesley.  However, it seems that Wesley is asserting the latter.  
He is not disclaiming all knowledge of things in themselves.  Rather, he is claiming that 
such knowledge, while perfectly valid, is limited both in scope and in extent. 
Wesley basically alleges that we can never learn all there is to know about God’s 
creation.  The details are endless.  Moreover, we can only observe effects and speculate 
as to their causes, unless the causes themselves can also be directly observed.  Moreover, 
all causes are essentially the effects of prior causes, and the chain can only be traced back 
as far as observation will allow.  In this way, metaphysical arguments are he products of 
imagination, not reason, since they cannot be empirically observed.  This argument was 
propounded by Hume in A Treatise of Human Nature.  For Wesley, special revelation 
provides the bridge from empiricism to metaphysics.  Only as God has specifically 
revealed His purposes through scripture can His purposes be known.  Hume would not 
allow any such connection between metaphysics and empirical data. 
Wesley’s epistemic concerns are more likely related to teleology than they are to 
ontology.  The immediate context of Wesley’s remarks is crucial here, for Wesley is 
speaking of knowing things in themselves in regard to creation.  In other words, the 
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passage to which Dreyer alludes is not purely philosophical, but is driven by theological 
assumptions, namely, that we can never fully understand or be overly certain about the 
creative purposes of God. 
Wesley asserts that we can know “facts,” not “causes.”  I would not be so quick as 
to limit “facts” to mere appearances.  Most likely, Wesley would regard scientific 
accounts and explanations as factual, so long as they are verified through empirical 
observation and induction.  This was the conventional method of his day.  Therefore, 
Wesley’s understanding of facts would include both “is” and “how,” to the extent that 
they are observable.  What he denies knowing apart from special revelation is “why.” 
Overall, these remarks by Wesley do identify him as an empiricist, but not to the extent 
that Dreyer would like to assert. 
 Locke’s nominalism also leads him to denigrate the role of testimony.  His 
premise is that we can only trust our senses, not our words.  For this reason, every time a 
personal testimony is passed to an additional party, the account becomes less credible.86  
The obvious concern here is the apostolic witness to the resurrection of Christ.  Wesley
supports the veracity of the scriptural account, claiming that it is as credible today as it 
was when it happened.87  He makes this claim by retaining the integrity of 
communication, as described above.  This not only adds to the feasibility of believing 
scripture, it also has significant implications for preaching and teaching scripture, two 
activities central to Wesley’s ministry. 
 Brantley makes a strong case to correlate Wesley’s use of analogy with that of 
Locke and Peter Browne.88  However, the distinctions that I have pointed out in this 
section indicate that such a comparison must be qualified by Locke’s nominalism and 
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Wesley’s realism.  It is true that the use of analogy in either case allows what would 
otherwise be unintelligible to be expressed in accessible terms.  Nevertheless, Locke’s 
nominalism can only admit to a fragmentary possession of knowledge which is at best 
probable, since it is limited to particular sensations.  In other words, if particul  
sensations are all that can be known, then knowledge cannot be certain, but can only 
become more probable as the sensations are repeated.  Analogies derived from them will 
likewise result in fragmentary, probable knowledge.  In contrast, Wesley’s knowledge 
begins with empirical data but is not limited to particulars.  As such, he is able to 
generalize through induction and achieve certainty, exceeding Locke’s limit of ere 
probability. 
It seems that the use of analogy within the bounds of realism might locate Wesley 
closer to Aquinas than to Locke, especially in light of the fact that Aquinas and Wesley 
share a penchant for Aristotle.  Moreover, the simple fact that both Locke and Wesley 
relate the senses analogically to spiritual apprehension must not be overplayed.  Such 
analogies were not uncommon during the eighteenth century.  Shaftesbury, Hutcheson, 
Price, Reid, et. al. all constructed similar analogies to explain the exist nce of conscience, 
yet it would be presumptuous to call them Lockean for that reason. 
 
Personhood 
 Wesley accuses Locke of equating personal identity with consciousness.  Building 
on Descartes, Locke suggests that identity is retained through consciousness (since that is 
where thinking occurs) and through our memories of consciousness.  Indeed, Locke 
claims that “Socrates asleep and Socrates awake is not the same person.”89  Wesley 
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retorts, “Was [there] ever a more palpable absurdity?  Does knowing I exist, make me 
exist?  No; I am before I know I am; and I am the same, before I can possibly know I am 
the same.  Observe, ‘before’ here refers to the order of thinking, not to the order of 
time.”90  He concludes that there may be “identity without consciousness.”  Even though 
consciousness usually accompanies identity, they are not one and the same.91 
 Here, Wesley’s conception of the soul is at stake.  He understands a “person” to 
be a “thinking, intelligent being.”  Whether or not this being is conscious or unconscious, 
it remains a person because its essence is unaffected.  The human soul animates the 
human body; therefore, each of us remains the same person throughout life, since our true 
identity is in the soul itself.92  As a matter of fact, Wesley regards the notion of a 
completely material, thinking being as an absurdity.93 
 Preserving human accountability into the afterlife is a serious concern for Wesley, 
for it is the prospect of a final judgment that prods people to moral behavior in the 
present.  We will each be rewarded or punished for our works on earth.94  For this to be 
true, the soul must remain intact through death and into the afterlife.  Furthermore, the 
soul must be the same even after the final resurrection, when our earthly bodies are 
replaced with “incorruptible” ones.  Wesley nuances the terms a bit in an effort to explain 
the phenomenon.  He distinguishes “flesh and blood” from “body,” understanding the 
latter to be that which attaches the soul to flesh and blood.95 
 Two final notes can be made regarding other ethical implications of Wesley’s 
account of personhood.  First, his locating the identity of the person in the soul enables 
him to claim personhood for those whose intellectual capabilities are either not developed 
or are incapacitated.  This would include the fetus, the comatose, and those who 
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otherwise exhibit little or no brain function.  Wesley anticipates such a distinction.  “If, 
consciousness ceasing, identity ceases, a draught of Lethe would change a man into 
another person.  Yea, or if a fever wiped out what was past out of the memory, he would 
not be the same person, nor consequently accountable either to God or man for anything 
that he, that is, another person, had done before.”96  Obviously, he believes that 
accountability continues for past willful deeds, even if consciousness is lost a significant 
period of time prior to death. 
 Second, the distinction between identity and consciousness is helpful to a 
conception of conscience.  The fact that a certain action is laudable or blamable is distinct 
from conscience’s perception of the fact.  Rather, conscience is the awareness of this 
laudability or blameability.  Even if the conscience is not aware of the merit or demerit of 
the act, the merit or demerit remains intact and is not diminished.  Nevertheless, W sley 
would not regard the individual to be accountable for such an act, since it was performed 
without the guidance of the conscience.  What this distinction does for Wesley’s view of 
conscience is to provide a motivation for re-examining acts that might not have been 
scrutinized by conscience beforehand.  This helps to make the conscience more sensitiv  
and prevents the individual from choosing the path of ignorance, so as to avoid 
accountability.  Of course, even acts performed on the path of ignorance are account ble 
if the path was chosen willingly. 
 
Human Agency 
 Also related to ethical concerns is Wesley’s understanding of human agency.  He 
denies Locke’s contention that the human will is moved by a feeling of “uneasiness.”  He 
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answers, “Not always.  Pleasure determines it as often as pain.  But ‘desire is uneasiness.’  
It is not: We desire to enjoy pleasure as much as to avoid pain.  But desire differs toto 
genere, both from one and the other.  Therefore, all that follows, about pain alone 
determining the will, is wrong from end to end.”  He then points to Locke’s later 
affirmation of happiness as the motivator for will, as a sheer contradiction.97 
 I would suggest that Wesley misunderstood Locke on this point.  Locke refers to 
“desire” as a lack of pleasure.  Thus, desire is not experiencing a pleasure, but 
experiencing feelings of uneasiness regarding its lack.  In this way, it could be called an 
“absent positive good.”  Similarly, Locke nuances the meaning of “pain.”  Normally, it 
would refer to a feeling to be avoided.  For Locke, this type of pain is not aversive, but 
anticipatory. 
 The apparent contradiction is resolved by indicating that Locke uses “desire” in 
two senses: 1) the craving for happiness and 2) the yearning for that craving to be 
fulfilled.  First, the craving for happiness aims at happiness itself, so it is not inconsistent 
for Locke to assert happiness as the ultimate motivation for will.  Second, the yearning 
for that craving to be fulfilled can be characterized by uneasiness.  It is my contention 
that the “uneasiness” is dependent on one’s anticipation of whether or not the desired 
pleasure can be attained.  Locke seems to assume that this uneasiness is always there, but 
I believe it occurs in proportion with the extent to which the craving for pleasure is 
thwarted or hindered.  This would account for Locke’s use of the term, if in fact he 
intends it to denote some form of pain.  It very well may be that he does not, in which 
case the term would most likely refer to a state of disquiet, i.e. a disruption of the 
psyche’s normal state of placidity. 
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 Wesley’s account of Christian perfection is not compatible with Locke’s 
description of will.  The perfected Christian is not moved by uneasiness nor by a lack of 
love.  Instead, perfect love feeds itself, so to speak.  Even those who would not accept 
Wesley’s notion of perfect love as attainable in this life must still consider its xistence in 
eternity.  In other words, is it to be asserted that the saints forever love God from a 
feeling of uneasiness?  This is indeed problematic. 
 It seems that Locke’s assertion assumes that all desires can be sated and dulled.  
Hence, one is only moved by them whenever they are not fulfilled.  The question is 
whether this characterization is valid for perfect love.  Obviously, Wesley believes that 
the love we receive from God generates the desire to love God in return.  Since God’s 
love is infinite, it is always possible for us to love God even more.  Indeed, God cannot 
be loved inordinately.  There are some instances when love for God is used as an alibi for 
not properly loving others or oneself.  Nevertheless, these cases are not valid, since true 
love for God results in loving others.98 
 Regardless of what Locke specifically intended, it is clear what Wesley wants to 
defend.  His understanding of human will ascribes a significant role to feelings, emotions, 
passions, and appetites.  While he asserts that through “clear ideas” we see the divine 
perfections and our duty, he still believes that these ideas, coupled with reason, cannot 
counterbalance the passions and appetites.99  In his sermon, “The Great Assize,” Wesley 
gives the following account of the criteria that will be used at the final judgment: 
And in that day shall be discovered every inward working of every human 
soul; every appetite, passion, inclination, affection, with the various 
combinations of them, with every temper and disposition that constitute 
the whole complex character of each individual.  So shall it be clearly and 
infallibly seen, who was righteous, and who [was] unrighteous; and in 
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what degree every action, or person, or character was either good or 
evil.100 
 It is obvious that Wesley bases moral action in the sentiments and feels that we 
will be judged according to them.  He asserts that God “respects the goodness f the 
heart, rather than the clearness of the head.”101  However, he does not regard the 
sentiments as autonomous.  To illustrate this, I will draw on several passages from his 
treatise, “Thoughts Upon Necessity.”  First, Wesley frames the dilemma. 
If all the passions, the tempers, the actions of men, are wholly indepe nt 
on their own choice, are governed by a principle exterior to themselves, 
then there can be no moral good or evil; there can be neither virtue nor 
vice, neither good nor bad actions, neither good nor bad passions or 
tempers.  The sun does much good; but it is no virtue; but he is not 
capable of moral goodness.  Why is he not?  For this plain reason, because 
he does not act from choice.  The sea does much harm: It swallows up 
thousands of men; but it is not capable of moral badness, because it does 
not act by choice, but from a necessity of nature.  If indeed one or the 
other can be said to act at all.102 
 Although Wesley recognizes the force that passions, affections, and the like exert 
on human action, yet the action itself is nothing more than mere instinct without the 
existence of free choice.  The problem is understanding how this self-determining ability 
functions.  Richard B. Steele takes up this very question, expressing his surprise at 
Wesley’s not postulating a three-faculty model of the soul.  Instead, he interprets Wesley 
to be adding liberty to the other faculties.  “So in order to refute Edwards’s contenti 
that the will cannot be self-determining, Wesley invents a faculty of self-determination 
different from the will.” [italics his]103  Thereupon he considers the subsequent passage 
from Wesley: 
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God created man an intelligent being; and endued him with will as well as 
understanding.  Indeed, it seems, without this, his understanding would 
have been given to no purpose.  Neither would either his will or 
understanding have answered any valuable purpose, if liberty had not bee 
added to them, a power distinct from both; a power of choosing for 
himself, a self-determining principle.  It may be doubted whether God
ever made an intelligent creature without all these three faculties; whether 
any spirit ever existed without them; yea, whether they are not implied in 
the very nature of a spirit.  Certain it is, that no being can be accountable 
for its actions, which has not liberty, as well as will and understanding.104 
 Steele then surmises Wesley’s exact intentions regarding the faculty of liberty. 
But why should we regard the will as free if freedom is not a qu lity of the 
will but a faculty separate from it?  He does not say.  And where do we 
locate the affections in this strange triad?  Surely not with the will, since 
he tells us explicitly that it is “inaccurate” to do so.  How much the less 
with the understanding or this new faculty of “liberty.”  Are w  to assume 
some fourth faculty?  Again, he does not say.105 
 On the contrary!  Wesley retains a three-faculty model, redefining the terms. 
It seems, they who divide the faculties of the human soul into the 
understanding, will, and affections, unless they make the will and 
affections the same thing; (and then how inaccurate is the division!) must 
mean by affections, the will, properly speaking, and by the term will , 
neither more nor less than liberty; the power of choosing either to do or 
not to do, (commonly called liberty of contradiction,) or to do this or the 
contrary, good or evil (commonly called liberty of contrariety).  Without 
the former at least, there can be nothing good or evil, rewardable or 
punishable. [italics his]106 
 In other words, Wesley takes the standard three-faculty model (i.e. understanding, 
will, and affections), and he re-labels the terms.  He retains the term “understanding,” 
replaces the term “will” with “liberty,” and changes “affections” to “will.”  Steele was 
reluctant to acknowledge the last change, since Wesley supposedly deems the 
combination of affections and will as “inaccurate.”107 
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The apparent ambiguity can be clarified by two facts.  First, Wesley only 
disapproved combining will and affections in the standard three-faculty model, since will 
in this model is the vehicle of freedom.  In his proposed schema, liberty becomes the 
vehicle of freedom, so “will” evidently means something else than it does in the
traditional model.  Second, Wesley’s use of will in other places is better expressed a  the 
intention to act, rather than the freedom to act or not act, or the freedom to act in one way 
over another.  Hence, Wesley seems to favor will as sheer choice, not as free choic. 
It could be that Wesley wishes to make finer distinctions in choice so as to 
distinguish his views on “free will” from those of the predestinationists, or as Wesley 
would refer to them, the “antinomians.”  Obviously, a full account of Wesley’s views on 
human agency cannot be given here and may not even be possible.  Nevertheless, I do 
believe that a logical, coherent system can be derived which will remain faithful to 
Wesley’s commitments, at least those which he defines.  That project will have to wait 
for another day. 
 
Conclusion 
At first glance, the few pages that contain Wesley’s response to Locke’s Essay 
seem to be rather insignificant, especially since the comments are often so sketchy.  
Hopefully, I have demonstrated the depth of the issues that are involved in this piece.  We 
are often inclined to rank importance by size, yet when it comes to a writer as busy as 
Wesley, it is not likely that he would take the time to read such a large work and only jot 
down a few comments, unless those comments focused on key issues.  All in all, the 
relationship between Wesley and Locke should definitely be re-examined, and more 
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attention should be given to some of Wesley’s other obscure pieces which might 
otherwise betray their true significance. 
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